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Refilling butane lighter instructions

A general guide to vector deposits of ® lighter brands. For more support on recharging specific models, please warranty@vectorkgm.com 01 Make sure no open flame is near. 02 Adjust the flame height to set low. 03 Bleed the fuel vessel by pressing down the lighter intake valve until the hope stops. (see diagram) 04
Shake recharge possible to check butane gas. 05 Keep both recharge and lighter upside down in each hand. 06 Push the recharge nozzle firmly, and all the way into the lighter valve. 07 Fuel in position in 15-20 seconds. 08 Wait until the lighter reaches room temperature before burning. (approx. 5-10 minutes) 09 Reset
flame height from low flame to desired setting. 01 Make sure that no open fire is near. 02 Adjust the flame height to set low. 03 Bleed the fuel vessel by pressing down the lighter intake valve until the hope stops. (see diagram) 04 Shake recharge possible to check butane gas. 05 Insert the gas cane vertically into the sub-
valve. 06 Push the recharge nozzle firmly, and all the way into the lighter valve. 07 Fuel in position in 15-20 seconds. 08 Wait until the lighter reaches room temperature before burning. (approx. 5-10 minutes) 09 Reset flame height from low flame to desired setting. How to extinguish your cigars If spraying your liquid
when recharging, you may need an converter. This is more common with classic or premium lighters. Important note: You will also need to bleach your lighter before refilling by shaking and opening the fuel valve upside down until all fuel (and remaining harmful by-products) has disappeared. This is an important step
because even the best fuels leave an unpleasant residue and it is harmful to delicate parts inside! Butane lighters are not maintenance free! These are basic engines with little low compression. Let's see how long your car engine lasts by just refueling it.. I don't think all brands will be the same, so you may need to find a
brand that works best or has the correct tip. Pictured is a vector insert, old Tiffany, colibri, and an old boy. All these jobs with universal tips. A thanks to all the lighter manufacturers that use universal tip! If it looks weird, it may need an converter. Sorry I have no more examples.. Note: Some high-end lighters like dupont
may look like a universal will work, but they put a hole in the trunk so you have to use their adapter. :/It will fill in without leaking if the right tip is used. And be sure to save good tips because different brands have different tips. (although I don't have a tip for this old Peterson in the pic right now, I know, I can find one on
one of the cheap blue $3 dollar cans that you see in everywhere;) Comment 1. Bleeding: Discharge the existing air/gas mixture, in a well ventilated area out of any open flames or sparks, using a sharp tool for example, a pen knife or metal skewer to reduce the valve in the bottom center of the lighter to let air/gas is stuck
until refilled, then proceed to recharge with recommended butane gas (brands such as Colibri, New Port or Vector are marked Triple Refined, Near Zero Impurities, Ultra Refined or Quintuplus. CAUTION: Be careful because butane deportation is very cold and can cause frost bites - that is, just van refill out of yourself -
that is, down. For best results. turn off the flame adjustment screw to a minimum before discharging gas/gas from the reservoir. 2. Shake the gas refill bottle to warm it up. Install a corrrect-sized nozzle - normally you won't need any converters - vertically into the recharge valve and insist. For best results, the lighter's
recharge valve will point up, i.e., the recharge box points downwards so that the liquid butane is injected downwards. Always use the recommended butane gas – i.e., the brands are marked with Triple Refined, Ultra Refined or Near Zero Impurities. There are also some 5 times refined gases available in the US and
works well with Turboflame lighters (e.g. vector recharge or Xikar butan). 3. DO NOT TOUCH THE IGNITION LEVER while recharging. Insert the nozzle of the vertical feeder box into the recharge valve at the lighter base and insist. 4. Press down 3 times, about 3 seconds at a time. The air leaks show the gas cylinder is
full. 5. DO NOT TRY TO BURN IMMEDIATELY. 6. Warm lighter in hand for about 2 minutes or until it reaches room temperature. 7. If the sound of water is heard do not ignite, bleed and recharge again. 8. Reestine flame height by rotating flame adjustment slots with small screwdrivers about a quarter in turn according
to (+) or (-) direction until reaching Working Flame Height (see below**) 9. For Turbostik Multi Task Lighters and Turboblade models, simply rotate the flame control wheel. 10. Repeat steps 1-9 if necessary. WORKING FLAME HEIGHT: Set against a dark/black background - away from glare (e.g. low light room) as
follows: Model, GX Original &amp; Military Working Flame Height, 3/4 to 1 (2 cm) T2 Twin &amp; Ranger, 3/4 to 1 (2 cm) V Flame, 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 (3.5 cm) Arc, 3/4 -1 (2 cm) Phoenix, 1/2 (1 cm) IMPORTANT NOTE: I. Avoid smoke blowing your back into the head lighter (e.g. When outdoor lighting ensures wind at the
back or on your Turboflame). Excess smoke will cause carbon build-up and failure of the catalyst - voiding the warranty. Use the head of the blue flame and not the flame itself for lighting purposes. II. Models with wire catalysts (e.g., Phoenix) need to be kept free from dirt, ash, debris or fluff into burn holes, otherwise
catalyst wires burn out. This can be simply avoided by lighting in the head of the flame and not the flame itself as well as avoiding foreign debris to the lighter head. Broken or missing wire catalysts are a sign of misused and not covered by warranty. onions. In cooler weather keep your lighter warm (e.g. inside the bag).
IV. In warmer ambient temperatures, you may need to reduce gas pressure (in turn adjust the screw meter wisely to reduce flame height). V. Maximum working altitude 3,000M (9,800ft). VI. Use recommended butane gas refills, e.g. brands such as Colibri, Newport or Vector use high quality and are marked: Triple/double
refined or near zero impurities. Without the use of popular supermarket brands with a high content of impurities (oils), causing carbon accumulation, clogging of catalysts and ignition failures. VII. Should bleed/recharge and adjust flame height (see recharge instructions) after purchase because the lighter is sold empty or
only in small quantities of gas for testing purposes. After the first flame adjustment, you usually need to bleed / recharge when the gas level becomes low i.e., when the gas level is low, flame flickers or become continuous which can also indicates the air trapped in the gas reservoir - see bleeding (No. 1 above) Note that
in models with a fuel level window, it is possible to see some liquid gas that can give the impression that lighter is a full part while at the same time, the air trapped inside the reservoir can cause misfires or CONSTANT FIRE WARNINGS ORIGINAL - GX7 - MINI BLOW TORCH MODEL CONTINUOUS BURNING - only
for GX7 &amp; GX7R models After ignition, the locking need can be pushed to the LOCK position for temporary continuous recording. To extinguish the flame, carefully - without touching the hot surfaces as shown on the diagram - push the lever back to the UNLOCK position. CAUTION Please familarise yourself with
the surface temperature as shown on the diagram. The surface becomes very hot and careful care must be taken to avoid injury. DO NOT operate continuously for more than 10 minutes. Allow the mini GX7 blow torch to cool down to room temperature before continuing to ignite again. SURFACE TEMPERATURE
(Centigrade / Fahreinheit) AFTER CONTINUOUS COMBUSTION TIME 1 Work in a well ventilated area. Your lighter still has a small amount of butane in it, which is flammable and can irritate your eyes and skin. Clean and fill your lighter in an open space or work in a well-ventilated room. [1] Open the window if you are
filling the lighter in the house. Turn on the fan to improve air circulation in the room. 2 Use a flat surface, be sure to work on. Butane left in your lighter can spout on your work surface, so lie down some newspaper or a drop cloth when you recharge it. Use a clean and stable surface such as a desk, table surface or table.
[2] If you are working outside, make sure you use a clean and dry surface so that you do not get any dirt or moisture in your lighter. 3 Make sure the lighter is not hot. Don't recharge your lighter immediately after you have used it. Butane is highly flammable, so you need to allow enough Give your lighter to completely
cool down before you try to recharge it. [3] If you've recently used a lighter, wait at least 30 minutes before you recharge. Tip: Put the lighter in the fridge for 5 minutes to cool faster. 4 Rotate the flame regulator clockwise with a screwdriver. You want to adjust the height of the set flame to the minimum height setting. Use
a small screwdriver to rotate the wheel clockwise as far as it will go. The adjustable screw is a larger copper screw with a slot for a screwdriver. [4] Some butane lighters come with a special key for rotating the adjustable screw. Your lighter may have a wheel to adjust the flame height instead of a screw, so you don't
need to use a screwdriver to set it to a minimum setting. Don't screw. If it doesn't spin anymore, it could have been set to minimum settings. 5 Push the refill valve with a screwdriver to allow air inside. Keep the lighter out of your face and press down on the valve with the end of the screwdriver to open it. Keep the valve
open until you no longer hear a sound. [5] Any air or gas left inside the lighter can prevent butane from being injected into it and can break down your lighter. 1 Keep the lighter in an upside-down position. To avoid accidentally pumping air into a lighter, always refill it in an upside-down position. Pumping air into a lighter
can dilute the fuel inside it and can cause it to malfunction. [6] Holding the lighter upside down also means you'll need to keep being able to butane upside down when you recharge your lighter. 2 Shake the butane refiller. Inside the can butane is butane itself and a push fuel. Heavier butane will settle at the bottom of the
can so you need to shake the bottle to prime it. [7] Give can 5-6 good shakes to master it. 3 Press the body of the box into the recharge valve on the lighter. Keep the lighter upside down, matching the end of the trunk from being able to butane into the recharge valve. Do not hold the lighter at an angle or it can bend the
trunk of the can and can let air in. It must be just tight on the valve. [8] Tip: If the trunk is too large or small, you may need to use the converter to allow it to fit safely. It is possible that butane can come with an converter. You can also buy one at the department store or online. 4 Use 3-second bursts to recharge lighters.
With the trunk that can fit the valve of the lighter, pump a few explosions of 3 seconds to spray the butane into the lighter. You can say that the lighter is full because the butane will start leaking from the trunk and will not go into the lighter. [9] Depending on the level of availability of the lighter, it may take 2-3 bursts to fill
it. Some lighters have a meter that shows the fuel level. Check the meter to make sure it's full. Don't pour too many lighters. As soon as it feels full, stop adding butane. 1 Rotate top regulator Up. Now that the lighter has been recharged with butane, use your screwdriver to turn the flame height adjustable dial back up.
You don't have to turn it on all the way, but you want to increase the height so that the lighter can be properly tested. [10] Keeping the lighter at minimum settings can make it harder to start up, especially if it completely runs out of fuel. 2 Wait 5 minutes to allow butane to reach room temperature. Butane from the box is
compressed and colder than room temperature, where it burns best. Waiting 5 minutes also allows any excess butane from the outside of the lighter to evaporate so that it will not catch fire. [11] Tip: If there are still visible butanes outside your lighter, wait another 5 minutes for it to evaporate before you start the lighter. 3
Light a lighter to create a fire. Keep the lighter away from you for a safe distance and activate the lighter combustion mechanism. You should have an even burning fire. Start and stop the lighter a few times to make sure it flows smoothly. [12] Adjust the flame height according to your desired setting. If the lighter doesn't
create a fire or the fire is really weak, you may need to add more butane. 4 Store the butane in a safe location. Once you have finished recharging your lighter, put the butane can in a place that is safe and away from heat. Butane is highly flammable, so you don't want to risk an explosion or fire. [13] A safety drawer is a
safe place to store butane. If you have small children, be sure to store butane in a hard-to-reach area. Add new question Questions How do you know when a butane lighter is full? WikiHow Staff Editor Staff Answer This answer was written by one of our team of trained researchers who confirmed it in terms of accuracy
and comprehensiveity. Some lighters have a meter to tell you how full the lighter is. Otherwise, you probably know if the butane starts leaking out around the trunk instead of going into the lighter when you pump the box. Q What do you do if butane leaks when you are filling lighters? WikiHow Staff Editor Staff Answer
This answer was written by one of our team of trained researchers who confirmed it in terms of accuracy and comprehensiveity. Make sure you are keeping the lighter and gas straight and the trunk fits your lighter correctly. If the trunk does not fit, you may need to use an anolys. Most butane tusks come with the suit for
this purpose. Q What happens if my butane lighter doesn't work after I recharge? WikiHow Staff Editor Staff Answer This answer was written by one of our team of trained researchers who confirmed it in terms of accuracy and comprehensiveity. Make sure you have held upside down slightly during the filling process.
Otherwise, there is a possibility of air in the butane tank, that case you will need to empty it and repeat the process. Check carefully if the height of the flame is adjusted and that you used the right kind of fuel. You can also blow into the head of a lighter that is not bright to blow away any dust or debris that may clog it.
Questioning butane gas recharge can small screwdriver Every day at wikiHow do we work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it is keeping you safer, healthier , or improve your well-being. In the context of the current public health and economic crisis, when
the world is changing dramatically and we all learn and adapt to changes in everyday life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and share our brand of trusted teaching content with millions of people worldwide. Please consider
contributing to wikiHow today. This article was co-authored by our team of trained editors and researchers who confirmed it in terms of accuracy and comprehensiveity. WikiHow's content management team carefully monitors the work from our editorial team to ensure that each article is supported by reliable research and
meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 78,548 times. Co-author: 3 Update: September 12, 2019 Views: 78,548 Categories: Fan MailIng Lighters for authors Thank you to all authors who created a page that has been read 78,548 times. I don't know how to bleed a lighter. It fills a lot better, easier
and has a better fire. Thank you for the great learning experience. ... add Share your story
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